The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India
FEEDBACK OF CANDIDATES ON QUESTION PAPERS-Nov 2018
This form is an attempt to get a feedback about the quality of the question
paper(s) relating to the Nov 2018 examination, from the candidates who
appeared therein. Candidates need not have any apprehension that their
feedback will have any bearing on the evaluation of their answer books. They
are welcome to give their free and frank opinion on the question paper
based on their own performance in the paper which will be a valuable
resource for us. We review all feedback and every comment is taken very
seriously.
1. Name of the CA exam*:
: Intermediate/Final(Nov 2018)
2. Name of the candidate

:

3. Student registration No

:

4. Subject*/Paper Name

:

5. Coverage of the topics i.e. well spread over the entire syllabus:
(Ranging from Poor to Excellent on a scale of 1-5)
1

2

3

4

5

6. List the topics, in your opinion, which were not covered:
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………

7. Give the question no. (if any) which was outside the syllabus/study material:
……………………………………………………………………………………….
8. Give the question number (if any) which was repeated/reproduced from


Past question papers of ICAI exams…………………………….



Past question papers of any other professional exam……………



Study materials of ICAI …………………………………..



Revisionary test papers of ICAI ………………………..



Text books/reference books …………………………….



Any other (please specify) ………………………………….

9. Give the question number (if any) which contained any of the following:


Printing/typographical errors (spacing, formatting etc) …………..



Spelling/Grammatical/syntax errors ………………………………



Drafting errors/ambiguity in language/difficulty in understanding



Incomplete question or problem …………………………………..



Incorrect terminology ……………………………………………….



Technical inaccuracies …………………………………………….

10. Give the question number (if any) where there was variation between the
English and Hindi version in terms of


Content of the question …………………………………………



Marks allocated to the question ………………………………….

11. Whether time required to complete the paper was


Sufficient ………………………………………….



More than sufficient ………………………………



Not sufficient ……………………………………..

12. Give the question number (if any) where the marks allocated was not
commensurate with
-level of difficulty …………………………………………
-time taken to answer it ………………………………….
Date:

Place

Signature

